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Dear Friend:

On Friday, February 9, 1979, I reintroduced the University and
Small Business Patent Procedures Act, which will allow universities,
nonprofit organizations, ana small businesses to retain patent rights
on inventions made under federally-supported research. Twenty-four
of my Senate colleagues'have already requested to co-sponsor the bill,
indicating the bill's broad bipartisan support.

Federal law currently prevents universities and small businesses
from obtaining patent rights on products of research backed in any way I

by federal funds. This policy has effectively removed the incentive fori
private firms and institutions to develop or market the products of their
federally-financed research. As a consequence, untold numbers of advances ,
some with great medical and scientific potential, have withered on agent
shelves. The end result is a significant contribution to America's prO-I
ductivity slump and balance of payment deficits. This bill seeks to reverse
the paralyzed condition of the patent procedures and to get the resulting
products out into the marketplace. !

f
The patent issue has had a .particular impact on, the black colleges I

and minority businesses across the country, where an already low level ,I
of involvement in government-funded research is aggravated by the di.sadvantages
of the current patent procedures. This bill will not only lower patent I
barriers generally but will also encourage minority universities and smWll
businesses to seek greater participation in government-financed researc~
and development. Hopefully, institutions such as your own will be parti~i-

pants in this resulting trend. ' I.
It is :important that supporters of this legislation inform their repre

sentatives in the Senate and House of the problems facing universities and
small businesses who want the fruits of their government-supported research
delivered to the marketplace. Only then can the American people benef'i.t] from
the successes of this research. j,
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MJJ,..-
mand your rights under RIF
procedures. If your jo b is down
graded under reclassification you
should have the right to file-a
classification appeal. SSA and
HEW workers have neither.

In SSA if a job is abolished or if
an employee is reassigned be
cause of the reorganization he ts
told that the job action stems from
the reclassification, and under the
moratorium there are no appeals.
And so, minus job description.
minus classified duties, minus

-permanent position - and minus
appeal rights - the employee is
expected to drift In purgatory
until the end of the moratorium.

. It Is a stay of execution.
If the unlons-="pa'r"tic'iilailylhe

American Federation of Govern
ment Employees which seems to
be honeymooning with the Carter
administration endlessly while its
locals are running about like
headless chickens - had any
sense they would demand an end
to the downgrade moratorium, a
reinstltution of classlncatlon ap
peals, the declaration of RIF
procedures with properly planned
retention registers.

Otherwise AFGEwill suffer. Its
locals will suffer. And along with
its computer programmers, Bu
reau of Retirement and Survivors
Insurance employees. field opera
tion employees, SSA will suffer.
So, too, will HEW.

complicated because of the con
current reclassification under
way, the attendant downgrade
moratorium and the compulsory
placement program. I put one
simple question to HEW perscnne
lists: How in tarnation do you
classify a job which is neither ap
proved nor carries a position de
scription?

The downgrade moratorium
was one of the most brilliant
pieces of management magic
worked by HEW reorganizers.
The unions swallowed the three
year downgrade moratorium as a
pro-worker gesture when it is in
fact a plan of deferred head-chop
ping. The moratorium so unthlnk
ingly embraced by federal unions
is no more than a time-buying
scheme rorruanagement to reor
ganize without being bogged down
in employee appeals.

Through the moratorium. HEW
has won the right to undertake
mass movements of employees 
arbitrarily - without having to
account for these actions. People
who watch the federal bureaucra
cy closely will realize that the
moratorium and placement plan
is little different from the one
undertaken by Housing and Urban
Development under George Rom
ney in 1972. HUn, then, created
what it called a manpower reo
serve pool into which were shunt
ed employee rejects who were not
immediately made'part of the new
organizations. But these employ
ees could not appeal because they
became part of this pool at their
own grade levels and were part of
an "outplacement program."

The whole effort degenerated
Into a game of protecting favor
ites and casting into limbo older
a nd "unwanted" employees re
gardless of their competence.

In SSA today it is impossible to
determine whether a job action
taken against you is becauseof
the reorganization or the classi
fication audit. If your job Is abol
ished under the reorganiza,tjQI\:
yo ~ ,S.!lou\~~a.ve t.h.e ~j.g~~ to' ~e-

ans Preference Act, for all pur
poses, have been suspended with
the active backing of the Civil
Service Commission. The twin
currents are: Reorganization and
reclassification.

THE REORGANIZATION of
Health, Education and Welfare' is
rapidly plunging the department's
personnel affairs into chaos. And
if someone, somewhere, somehow
doesn't get a quick handle on the
situation there will be administra
tive bedlam accompanied by a
sharp decline In employee produc
tivity as well as a setback in the
department's ability to perform
Its mission.

Conversations with profession
als and workers at all levels lead
me to believe that the HEW em
ployee is faced with a serious
Identity crisis. He seems to have
lost the reference point for his
existence as a worker. He Is in
limbo. Floating In the unknown.

And the typical question he asks
his boss thesedays tsr.who.am I?
What is my Job? Is my permanent
position targeted ror abolition?
What Is my competitive level?
What Is my retention status?

His boss can't answer those
questions because he's asking the
same questions of his boss. At the
Social Securitv Administration. At
the Health Care-Financing Admin
tetration. At the<.;H~,alth Resources
Administratlon.'At .the Office" of
Civil Rights.

This Identity (r;:i';i~in,:whlch the
worker has been-totallyalienated
from his workplace.andhis socia!
organization - bureaucratic hier
archies are essentiallY,social
organtzauons - has been perpe
trated by bureaucrattedestga

Two turbulen'terosscurrents
are coming together and.forming
a dizzying whorl. In-which the'
HEW worker bobs up and down
unable to grasp att he famllf ar
straws of his union and his rights
under the federal personnel manu
aJ.

Let's take the Social Security
Administration, the largest HEW
agency as an example. SSA began
to reorganize two years ago. The'
reorganization was In response to
many of the agency's failures _
setbacks in the Supplemental Se
curity Income program, poor per
formance ,in the area of disability
insurance. In all reorganizations,
people move. New organizations
come into being. Old ones disap
pear. Somewhere, way down the
line, it's al] expected to payoff In
dividends of high interest efficien-

. ex_bnnds..

I can say with certainty that
SSA's reorganization - the One
that dealt with flowcharts went
O.K., I'm now talking about the
one dealing with people at head
quarters - is becoming some
thing ot a nightmare for the aver
age workers who has to bear its
brunt, and a Frankenstein mon
ster for many senior managers,
one of whom said privately: "It
stinks. "

SSA workers are being moved
about helter skelter, often into
makeshift positions. They are
being detailed to "special
projects" Orto re-englneered jobs
without position descriptions _
jobs which have no formal ap
prova!. In a situation like this,
position descriptions become
meaningless. Even the required
Form sa's arc not being cut.

The idea, through some per
verse logic, is to "protect" people
from being downgraded or RIFed.
But tell that to a guy who's 60
years old with 30years of service.

. . ,," . Tellhtm he's being assigned ouiof
The umons are.rn limbe, or In his job to a special project. Do you

ma.ny ~ases busted, as IS one blame him for charging that the
which so staunchly fou1{ht for rcorganteauon is a convenient
good m~nagement.pra~t!ces.,at way of pushing people into retire
the SOCial and, Rehabllltalion ment?
Service. Rules undllrn-t,hJ!Ffld,eral ""1'1 ... ,

PersorinolManua! ond theVeter- And matters have been further-,- . '- '~'-~....~, q.'<~.~-_.,,-,- '" ~'~ .'.... --',' ~
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THE D.C. BAR

CONTINUING
lEGAL

EDUCATION
PROGRAM

An interview with
H. Lalla Shishkevish,

director of the D.C. Bar Continuing
Legal Education Program.

\

WASHINGTON LAWVER;
What isthe Continuing Legal
Education Program?

H. LALLA SHISHKEVISH;
We put together more than 80 different,
high-quality, affordable training programs
that meet accreditation standards in states
that have mandatory continuing legal edu
cation requirements. Washington, D.C.,
does not have MCLE requirements, but
40 states do. Since the majority of D.C.
Bar members waive in from other jurisdic
tions, they'reverylikelyto waivein from a
state that has requirements. If they choose
to remain active in that state or have clients
from that state, in most cases that state re
quires them to fulfill their MCLE. We're
here to provide programming and training
that lets them meet their credits without
having to go back to another state. For
D.C. Bar members who want to have Ie,
allyvigorous post-JD training in a practice
area, or are going into a new practice area,
our classes provide substantive .training
that can help. The courses are designed
carefully, agendas are planned, and written
course materials are substantive. The
courses offer training for members to en
hance their skills in a lot of different areas.
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There's also another part ofCLE pro
gramming, the mandatory course. We
run the educational component of. this
course. We don't handle>the compliance
issues about when you have to take it or
what you have to do. We just put the
course togetherand administer it.

How long hasthe Continuing Legal
Education Program existed?
The Bar has offered CLE training for
many years. Our program was inaugurated
in 1990 with financial support from the
George Washington University. Law
School. By 2000 the Bar's CLE program
was administered solely by the Continuing
Legal Educarion Program. In 1994 the
mandatory course was instituted.

D.C. members are not required to
take CLE courses. Is that unusual,
since many other statesdo have
mandatory requirements?
Actually certain divisions of the local
courts do have continuing legal education
requirements for court-appointed practi
tioners. Of course, the D.C. Court of
Appeals can always decide to impose
broader MCLE requirements, but that
does not appear likely at this time.

Who isrequired to take t~e
mandatory course?:
Everyone who· is a new member of the
D.C. Bar must take the mandatory course
on theD.C. Rules ofPr9fessiTnal Conduct
and District of Columbia praft1ceWIthin a
year ofadmission, or anyone ~anging sta
tus or seekingreinstatementaf'ter fiveyears
or more. If someone who hasipracticed for
20 years in California suddenly relocates to
the firm's Washington officejand becomes
a D.C. Bar member, that person will have
to take the course. ~..

The course focuses, on t9pics· specific
to the District. We don't te~1:hyou ethics
rules in general because you]have aheady
learned those somewhere e1$e,. but we .do
teach what you need to kn~w that's dif
ferent in the District. What you need to
focus on that's going to be ajproblem that
you might have missed if you practiced
elsewhere. Even for new members who
have studied the Americanjbar Associa
tion's Model Rules, the D.<r. ethics rules

1are very different. When the course was
mandated" a decision wa~ made that

f

members need to have some familiarity
with local courts and agencjes, as well as
with local ethics rules, D~C. Bar pro
grams,· the disciplinary, system, and. pro

\,



'CoIf you look at what has happened to the industry in ,I
Europe and Canada because of their public policies, they'v~

really driven the industry outThere's not a lot of innovation th3ltgoes
on in those countries." -Scott Lassman .,

involved at that level. It's price controls," says spokesperson
Court Rosen. "The VA doesn't negotiate either. It sets price
controls on the product."

Gottlichsays Medicare would not have the power to dictate
prices. "If you want to be in the Medicare market and you've
got the most popular arthritis drug, and if [Medicare] doesn't
cover it, beneficiaries are going to scream," shesays."People
are going to complain to their congressmen and senators, who
are then going to have an investigation." That gives -clout to
the drug companies. "Drug manufacturers," says Gottlieh,
"actually have more support from the beneficiary community
than .they think."

28 WASHINGTON LAVVYER,o DECEMBER 2004

a
AARP, which endorsed the act, says it is 19ood start,

despite Medicare's inability to negotiate. "It's c1e~y better than
nothing. It's $400 billion better than nothing/'~saysRother,
referring to the original price tag put on the legi~lationbythe
Bush administration. 'Was it everything wewanted> Ofco~rse

not. But if you wait for ~verythingyouwant'fgenerally, in
Washington, you don't get anything." '1

The 'Australian Model
Although the federal government is not willing to wield: its
bulk purchasing power, several states are. 'Maine ~nd Michigan
are 'among the states that have tried to lowerpfices by using

,
\
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" Dru~ ~anufacturer~ actually have -?10re support from the
beneficiary commumty than they thmk. "-Vicki Gottlich

.~I:,i,

"result in fewer drugs and a sicker pop
.t you may reach in the pharmaceutical

en that you've now reached in the vaccine
zks up the wszoo, zero innovation, and [the

.gging the manufacturers [to produce drugs],"
Jut having price controls.

at experience with the shortage ofinfluenza vaccine
.cn illustrative example. In a heavily regulated price

environment, Greve maintains, manufacturers will only
(0 produce drugs if the government guarantees demand,

it, and protection from liability.

called COX-2 inhibitors, .even. though some research shows
that much cheaper, over-the-counter painrelievers Iike
ibuprofen may be just as effective atreducing pain. Doctors
favored the COX-2 inhibitors, saying they were less likely to
cause ulcers in longtime users. But drug.companies weren't
allowed to advertise that benefit because.they couldn't prove it
in clinical trials.

Now it turns out that at least one COX-2 inhibitor presents
safety problems far more serious than ulcers: clinical tri:us show
that longtime users of Merck's Vioxx suffer double the risk of
heart attack and sttnke. Merck withdrew the drug in October,
marking the biggest product withdrawal in pharmaceutical his-

omparison Shopping _ tory. Pfizer, maker of COXc2 inhibitor Celebrex, the ninth
onsumers might be able to enhance their purchasing power if best-selling drugs in .the United. Statea. says it is studying
ley could comparison shop, the way they do with most other whether that drug presents similar problems.
roducts. But they can't because the FDA doesn't require drug Industry officials say that despite these findings, it would be
:ompanies to test their new products against old ones. To get a mistake to force drug companies to base FDA approval partly
[heir drugs to market, companies must show only that their on proof that the new drugs are better than the drugs already
drugs work better than a placebo; a new drug can be approved on the market. «1 can't argue that in some cases, when we do
even if it doesn't work as well as the old one. So consumers head-to-head [trials], we won't find that older drugs do better
might be paying more for new, less effective drugs, when they than a newe~ drug," says Lassman. If comparative trials become
could be paying less for older drugs that have gone off patent. a condition of approval, however, he has "no doubt that's going

Rother says requiring head-to-head testing would lower to cut down on innovation."

Sometimes drug companies do conduct comparative
their drugs .cac beapproved for an insurance. plan's forrilUlarY~
But these tests are generally skewed from the start, contep~s

Peter Roer, the Pfizer marketing vice president whomalle
headlines this summer when he joinedcongressional represen
tatives in ·open criticism of his industry. Speaking for·hi- L 1c

and not as a representative of Pfizer) Rost says, "The bias
pens in the selection ofwhat trials you do. There is notrialfvou
do with the purpose of showing that a drug
the drug is inferior. You get to pick the competitors.
want to win, you're going to pick the short and

Marcia Angell, who spent two decades reviewing .I

'trials for the New EnglandJournal ofMedicine, says the! fo..; ... l"

can be stacked in many different ways. Sometimes new
higher doses are tested against older ones at lower. \
sometimes drugs intended for the elderly are tested in ypunJ~er

patients, who are less likely to suffer certain side effects.
Sometimes a company finds out that its drug fared

than a placebo. But that doesn't always stop it from m~ket:ing
the drug. Pfizer's Warner-Lambert unit, for instance, rrarketed ,.
the epilepsy drug Neurontin as a cure for bipolar disorder; even
though a clinical trial showed that a placebo worked bitter. I
illegal for a drug maker to promote a drug for unapdroved,
off-label, uses, but it isn't illegal for doctors to prescrjpe
way. And there is no legal requirement that manufacturers
publish negative clinical results. (But there is ..
Last fall several medical journals said they wouldino
publish study results unless the studies were preregistered
public database.)

Medicare Modernization Act
The Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement,
ization Act of 2003 was supposed to provide a{prescription
drugbenefit for elderly patients. For the most
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prices. "Instead of having drug companies test drugs against
placebos, have them test drugs against existing drugs of the
same class," he says. "That doesn't mean they can't be approved.
But if that kind of information were in the public realm, it
would cut down on the me-too drugs, unless yOllreally had an
improvement."

Although most of us assume that newer, more expensive
drugs are better than the older ones, recent studies show that is
not always the case. In 2002 the Nationallnstitutes of Health
(NIH) announced that three brand-name heart drugs-includ
ing Pfizer's blockbuster Norvasc, then the fourth top-selling
drug in the world-s-provedless effective at preventing heart dis
ease than a far cheaper generic diuretic. Patients who used the
more expensive drugs suffered more complications, including
strokes and hospitalization for heart failure.

The study, published in the fournal of the American Medical JI

.dssociation, also found that more than half of the prescriptions I

for high blood pressure in 1982 were for diuretics. But over the
next 10 years, diuretics' share fell by SO percent, giving way to
newer, more expensive drugs. If diuretics had not lostpopulari
ty during that time, prescription drugs fur high blood pressure
would have cost $3.1 billion less, NIH researchers say.

In his comments to the media when the results were
announced, National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute director
Claude Lenfant took pains to point out how FDA drug
approval policies had contributed to increased use ofmore
expensive, less effective drugs. "Many of the newer drugs were
approved because tbey reduce blood pressure and the risk of
heart disease,compared with a placebo," he said. "But they
were not tested against each other. Yet, these more costly med
ications were often promoted as having advantages over older
drugs, which contributed to the rapid escalation of their use."

Older, cheaper treatments for arthritis maybe better too.
Americans spent about $S.6 bi11ion last year on painkillers
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rulemaking under the stratospheric
ozone program before the D.C. Circuit;
defense of.a criminal environmental mat
ter involving several industrial accidents;
and negotiation of a groundbreaking set
dement providing funding for multisire
remediation efforts at forming mining
and related locations.

Webster also advises clients on food
and drug-related matters in which envi
ronmental issues are implicated, and on
the development and implementation of
environmental management systems.

While at-the University of Virginia
School of Law, Webster served as editor
in chief-of the, Virginia Environmental
LawJournal. After graduating he clerked
for john P.Wiese in the United States
Court of Federal Claims.

D. C. Bar staffwriter KerritaMcClaughlyn
can be reached bye-mail at kmcc!aughlyn
@dcbar.org.
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MARYLAND'S PREMIERE OmCE PiARK

Direct Access To The Capital Beltway I
Award Winning Architecture & Landscaping - Greenbelt Marriot€ Hotel &,
Conference Center On-site - Next To Greenbelt Metro & MARC Stations
Next To The Federal Courthouse - Office Suites r
600-20,000+ Sq. Ft. Available - New Build- !
To-Suit Buildings 40,000-240,000 Sq. Ft. tl/ I
Attractive Rates -Free Parking i _-I

t

Contact Dennis Burke at 301.441.3434 . ..!
Exclusive leasing and management by eRC Commercial. c, - -- - -I

CAPITAL OFFICEl PARK
The Corporate Address On TheF1tway

6305 IVY LANE,SUITE 200 I GREENBELT, MD 20770 I T: 301.441.3434 I F; 301.474.2064 I WWW.CAPITALOFFICEPARK.COM
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benefiting technology-management professionals around the globe

a p ar t n e r sh lp in distance learning

www.AUTMNTTConline.net

- Janet E. Scholz, past president of

These courses can be accessed online at

http://www.AUTMNTTConline.net

Anatomy of a License - Introduces the most cornmonl
types of clauses found in license agreements, while
emphasizing the need to be flexible and creative.

Licensing Negotiations - Focuses on protocols,
demeanors and practices that support c::trPlinhtfn

productive negotiations.
t

Patent Law for the Practitioner - Provides an understand-
ing of the principles and practices of u.s. patent law.

Topics for future course development include:

• Successful Strategies for Working with Startups

• Business Ethics for the Tech Transfer Profession

• Strategic Management of Intellectual Property

~~·Partnering ~

• Evaluating Business Plans

• Technology Transfer and Software

• Managing Joint Inventions

• Advanced Topics in Partnership Development

• Managing License Agreements

• Surviving Litigation and Dispute Resolution

"This jointdevelopment initiative will benefit

technology-management professionals aroundthe

globebyproviding them resources and training that

arevitalfor theirsuccess. The NTTC has a national

reputation for delivering Web-based training and

just-in-time information pieces designed to facilitate

the transfer of critical tools and skills. This collaboration

holdsgreatpromise, not only for ourrespective

organizations but also for theprofession that

bothorganizations were created to serve."

NTTC

Technology Managers (AUTM)@

learning courses available to

partnered to develop distance-

Transfer Center (NnC) have

and the National Technology

The Association of University

AUTM@ members.

WE INVITE YOU TO VISIT

BOOTH AND

LEARN MORE ABOUT

DISTANCE LEARNING.

PARTNERSHIP IN

THIS EXCITING

THE COURSES AND

THE AUTM-NTTC

AUTM
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rrCHNOUOGYTRANSFER
- thepr()c~of enabling a business to benefit from technology
developed ~utside thatbusiness.

Ii

'-./ > <r

s

Sources of ··1
technologyI

i

• Company lab~ratories
• Research essoctanons
• Universities and polytechnics
• Research councils
• Government~esearch

establishments (including defence)
• foreign sourcfs
• Privateinventors
• Existingbusiqesses

~1

What can be
transferred?
• Knowledge
• Patents
• Software (copyright)
• Knowhow
• Productlicences
• Replicable businesses
.Trade namesand trade marks

Methodsot·
transfer
o Licensing
• Publications and literature
• Settingup a newbusiness
• Acquisitions
• franchising.
• Contract R&D
• Consultancy .
• Transfer of people

I

I
j

f '..' . . .' " ,".

THErr!CHNOlOGY TRANSFER PROCESS
~.

..... .,.-.

GOVERNMENT
RESEARCH

ESTABUSHMENTS'

UNIVERSITIES
AND RESEARCH

COUNCILS

fOREIGN
SOURCES

tstebushed companies

.·BUSINESSES i

Start-upfirms

SOURCES OfTECHNOLOGY

New technology-based firms

INVENTOR
ENTREPRENEURS

CONTRACT
. RESEARCH

AND RAs'}

factors l
affecting
indushi~l·-_',

innovatiiJn -
\ ':
\ 1

I
\ (

1

COMP~N
IABORATORIES

Behavioural and
cultural factors:
- management
-mix of skills

Government
R&D expenditure

andsupport

2
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TheiNTTC provides a full complement of technology-commercialization services that turn knowledge into value.
The',NTTC analyzes clients' intellectual property (IP) assets; assesses the value, commercial potential and busi
ness proposition; assists in the development of a strategy for maximizing IP value; and facilitates agreements on
beh~lf of clients. Congress established the NnC to strengthen the competitiveness of U.S. industry by provid-

{

ing access to federally funded research. The NTTC employs 125 people, and its primary clients are federal agen-
ciesland academic institutions.

r
Thel NTTC has developed and utilizes a comprehensive electronic tool (E-Tool) to manage and maintain IP, con
tacts and agreements for its clients. E-Tool is accessible to the client via the Internet to provide real-time activ
ity irformation, and is a centralized system to track project data on specific clients, company contacts, technolo
giesi agreements. licenses and patents. E-Tool also provides for flexible and complex report querying. and part
nership-development monitoring, and it includes advanced security features.

~,J .... Management Services· ..

TECHNOLOGY& MARKETASSESSMENT ($5,000 per}iece ofIP)
Determine technical advantages and •limitations
Compare similarlp,R&D, and products within
primary applications
Target markets for primary applications
Determine market trends and forecasts
Identify potential partners for licensing and sponsored
research

PARrNERSHI~ DEVELOPMENT

Identify potential partners and industry contacts
utilizing the NTTC'sindustry needs database, a
network of industry experts and primary market
research
Qualify companies that meet client-partnership
criteria
Provide partnership facilitation by coordinating
confidentiality agreements, arranging conference calls
and visits and .distributing information

• Facilitate collaborative research, licensing or other
agreements bydeveloping and negotiating terms,
providing contract language and offering document'
support services

CUSTOMIZABLE SERVICES
'i

(PRICII}lG.DETERMINEDCASE BY CASE)
\'

IP PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

An~lyze portfolio for technology suites
Evaluate technical strength of portfolio components
As~essportfolio,targeting high-value applications
Ide'ptify commercially viable individualtechnologies
fOr}partnering
Appraise' continuation -'of patent-maintenance fees

~
ii·

INDUSTR~'AwARENESS

Ide~tify client R&Dcapabilities and recommend
tarketed industry awareness approach
Identify and attend conferences and trade shows
Idehtify speaking and publication opportunities to
hig~light R&D
Ideptifyappropriate associations and utilize
mejnberships for outreach efforts
Deyelop Web sites and literature to promote R&D
capabillties and technology partnering opportunities

~

.. ".' 2.::.:$.: : :.:' ..
IP EVA~UATION SERVICES I

:." >: _':'.!: .- ,'", ,':0. . _. .: -.

INVENTIO,N DISCLOSURE REVIEW ($300 per Invention Disclosure)
• Recommend IP-protection strategies based on
pr~nminaryprior art search, market-potential
rexiew and patentability

e
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TiJ.e PriceSpiral
Once upon atime, drug companies were our heroes. They con
cocted magic pills that took away our pain, or eased our breath
ing, or helped us stay alive: Today cancer and AIDS patients
live longer with modern drugs than they did without them. But
over the past decade, the pharmaceutical industry has lost much
of its goodwill as prices hare risen. to levels that millions say
they can't afford, even as Americans are livinglonger.

Canada, Europe, and the European Union regulate drug
prices., Canada' actually forbids drugprices .from rising 'faster
than inflation. Consumers in those countries reap the benefits.
Their prices are roughlyhalf to two-thirds lower than prices
here. In Washington, however, price controls are routinely
denounced as socialized medicine. The result: Americans pay
the highest prescription drug prices in the world.

Those prices are rising fast. According to AARP, prices for
drugs that are most frequently used by older Americans rose at
triple the rate of inflation last year.

Prices are "accelerating across the board," said John Rother,

tions having 011 the national realth? fue they helping or hurting
the elderly?The working po?r? The uninsured? And why are so
many Americans rushing across the border to reimport drugs
from Canadai. '

o

,,;.,;./

hypp.
---~escrlJltlon

rugs

OS
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Legislators are beginning to feel .
thdheat from both corporations and
cpJ!Lsumers over laws regulating the

w.•....••a...v;....•••...in.. w.hichdrugs are sold X'..•.and!manufactured. .. I
B.y.•:..;: ...Jo.:....an.....::...T...n.... di.·.H.:.n:.a.Ri.gdO.n
••••••il<i •••.••

Imagine beiql the seller in this legal environment: After more than
a dec~de aIld~uIldr~ds ofmillions of dollarsin research,. Y?Uinvent
a prodllct~:'I'~eg0'rernment, grants you,'a monopoly for ,lOyears.
Yourpro~~:~·is:, t~e0nlY ;one.of its ,'kind;.with0tlt itconsll111~rs
~()'U1~b~c?~~sick,orevendie.The government~<lscertifiedY?ur
product as,'s<ifeand effective b~causeyour o~ tests.show thatit
l;Vorks:bet~er:t~annothing;you don't have to test against the com
petition. Wit?- a captive clientele, the free market allows you to
raise your prises two or three times faster than inflation.

It gets b~\ter. Your biggest customer, the federal govern
ment, has just passed a inajor law that explicitly forbids it from
usingits ba4aining clout to negotiate lower prices, as .foreign
govemmenrsldo. T.hough price controls have forced you to sell

;'your product at lower prices overseas, the government has
declared tha~your,overseas product is vulnerable to exploitation
by terrorists] and misuse, and therefore unsafe if resold back
here. So it i~ not 'legal for your customers to get around your
high prices 1\ere by buying your low-priced product overseas.

All of t.• hcl-e laws, regulations, and policies have helped make
, t ,'"",, , '

your industry one of the most profitable tracked by the Fortune
500. !

This, ~cc~rding to critics, is how the pharmaceutical industry
operates in t~e United States.

B~tis.)t~o?And what impact are federal laws and regula
f
I
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a cost of up to $534 billion over 10 years,
the act will help 40 million senior citizens
buy prescription drugs. Seniors who pay an
estimated $35 monthly premium and a
$250 deductible will get 75 percent of their
drug costs Covered up to $2,250, and then
95 percent of their costs covered above
$5,100. So seniors with the most expensive
drug bills will pay a maximum of $3,600
out ofpocket.

However, the legislation also makes it
illegal for Medicare to use its bulk pur
chasing power to negotiate lower drug
prices. 'Instead private insurers will offer
prescription drug' benefits to Medicare
beneficiaries; those private insurers will be
able to negotiate. Critics think that depriv
ing Medicare of its negotiating power is
odd because another federal agency, the
Department of Veterans Affairs, uses its
buying power to negotiate prices that are
50 percent lower than U.S. retail prices.

A January 23, 2004, letter from the
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) to
Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist contends
that striking the part of the bill that forbids
negotiation would have only "a negligible
effect on federal spending because CBO
estimates that substantial savings will be
obtained by the private plans and that the
Secretary would not be able to negotiate
prices that further reduce federal spending
to a significant degree."

Proponents of lower drug prices are out
raged. Enabling Medicare "to bargain on
behalf of seniors and people with disabili
ties would have a profound impact on the
entire population," says Ron Pollack, exec
utive director of Families USA, a national
organization of health care consumers.

Rost says the ban on negotiating seems
unusual. In essence, Medicare is telling
the pharmaceutical industry, "Hey, we're
going to pay whatever you tell us it costs,"
Rosr says. "Imagine going into a car dealer
and telling them that. It's almost un
American .... We are good at negotiations.
Why would we not negotiate in this area?"

Gottlich questions the idea that private
plans could bargain as well as Medicare, in
light of the fact that some private insurers
have publicly said they don't think they can
obtain prices as low as those currently
being offered by state Medicaid. "The pro
ponents of having each of the private plans
negotiate; rather than having Medicare
negotiate, have said private .plans could
negotiate better prices. Now the private
plans are saying, (\Ve can't negotiate as
good prices-as the state,'" says Gottlich.

PRMA says when the customer is
Medicare; negotiation isn't possible. "It's
not negotiation when the government gets
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their bargainingklout with American drug-wholesalers;
Maine's plaq\ which was upheld by theSupreme Court this

year, is based po the Australian Pharmaceutical Benefits
Scheme (PBS),1 which subsidizes 600 drugs for Australians.
The Australianlboard chooses its drugs for cost-effectiveness;
they are purcha~edin bulk by the government. As a result, Aus
tralia's prescription drug prices are almost two-thirds lower
than prices her~. Australia "is considered the gold standard _of
bargaining power," says Robert Stumberg, a professor at -the
Harrison Institt!te for Public Law of the Georgetown Universi
ty Law Center. ~

Now Australia's drug pricing system is .under attack, and by
inference so are) state programs that work the sameway. Pres
sured by PRivl:4, the United States has inserted novel language
into its new fr~e-trade agreement with Australia. Under the
pact, Australia [agrees to recognize the value of research and
development anti innovation in the drug industry; to allow drug
companies to adpeal independently how their drugs are listed on
the formulary; aha to balanceaffordable access with the need for
quality, safety, ~nd efficacy. "Drug manufacturers wanted 'to pry
open the Australian PBS program," says Stumberg.

PRl\1A's opposition to the Australian scheme will have a
direct impact or state plans to lower prescription. drug prices,
according to Stlimberg. Any state that models its drug purchas
ing program op the Australian, system should beware. "The
industry soughtrto challenge an Australian program using argu
ments that c01{1d be equally applied to state programs," says
Stumberg. I

Anotherpo~sible impact is that if a state adopted a pre
scription drug purchasing program that was not in compliance
with the trade fagreement-for instance, the program doesn't
strike the appropriate balance between safety and efficacy of
drugs listed o~ its formulary-the Australian government
could file a :tra~de complaint and levy trade sanctions against
the United Sta~\:s.

That sequerfce of events is unlikely in the current political
climate, says Sfumberg.Still; "if a governor or an administrator
of [Healthand:fHuman Services] or even the president wants to

f. '. th ' d "stop state expe~lmentatlOn,' ere s a new argument to 0 so,
saysStumberg;~"He can say, 'I can't do it, my hands are ried.'"
becausethenew program could result.in trade sanctions. "It's
an argument thar is salient politically, salient in the public
media forum, ahd also salient in a court oflaw,"

1

Reimport~tion and Purchasing Power
Reimportatiorx or buying prescription drugs from overseas,
grabbed a lot ofheadlines last,summer. For a while, there was a
heated debate Jbout safety. Proponents pointed out that reim
ported drugsa~e made by the same manufacturers' in the same
plants, which :jre often outside the United States anyway. The
FDA arguedthat sometimes the drugs were counterfeited,
stored at the v{rong temperature, mislabeled, or not approved
for use here. ~eforeitwasover, acting FDA com:tnissione~
Lester Crawford raised the possibility that al Qgeda might
attack the drug, supply as it was being routed from Canada to
the United Sta~es.

Ironically,.4mericans had more reason to be worried about
drugs sold her¢: Merck's Vioxx withdrawal came as bad news
for the 20 million individuals who have taken the drug, and
half of our flu !vaccine supply was yanked because of manufac-
turing problems-at a plant in Liverpool, England, owned by the
Chiron Corporation, a U.S.-based firm.

Horn saysjJf the FDA wanted to focus on safety, it would
\:
J;

10*er~rugprices."Ifyo~'re worried about safety, it's a much
bigger safety issue that people aren't taking their prescriptions,"
he says. "Millions of Americans aren't taking their prescriptions
because they can't afford it, compared to the completely
unproven suggestion that some one American somewhere is
going to get [injured by] a counterfeit drug."

Congress backed reimportation in the form of the Pharma
ceutical Market Access Act of 2003, sponsored by Senators
Byron Dorgan (D-N.D.) and Olympia Snowe (R-Maine). The
bill would allow U.S. wholesalers and individuals to import
FDA-approved drugs from 25 countries including Canada and
members of the European Union. It had bipartisan support, but
Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist refused to call it for a vote.

As Dorgan-Snowe languished, the Bush administration
negotiated the Australian free-trade agreement. One of its pro
visions allows U.S. patent holders, including drug companies,
to bar the import of their patented products without their
approval.

Mathematically, however, reimportation can't work on a
large scale. When most Americans think of getting cheaper
drugs from overseas, they think of Canada. But there are
294 million Americans, and only 32 million Canadians.
The Canadian drug supply is simply too small. "Drug com
panies know that and they're not going to send to Canada
drugs to support 300 million people," says Pollack. Many
states are now laying plans to reimport from the European
Union,which has 380 million people. Still, drug companies
are not willing to oversupply any market so drugs can be
reimported here.

In a sense, even if the bill never passes.treimportation has
already worked. It has more Americans talking about drug
prices. "Importation is not a solution to our problem. It's a
tactic to demonstrate to Americans that they are' being
cheated," says Horn. "It has, helped stoke the anger to get
something more meaningful," adds -Pollack. Specifically, he
is hoping that Medicare will be given: power to negotiate
drug prices.

"The corporation in itself is not good or bad," says Rost. ''It
doesn't have moral values. A corporation reacts to one thing,
financial reward;" Blaming a company for pursuing such rewards
is "like saying a lion is bad because it kills other animals."

Pollack maintains that "reimportation is a very weak substi
tute for a system that could have been enacted in the Medicare
legislation,which is to enable Medicare to bargain on behalf of
seniors and people with disabilities. That would have a pro
found impacton the entire population. Even though seniors
only compose about 13 percent of the population, they account
for 43 cents of every dollar spent on drugs." Such a provision,
which was struck from the final version of the Medicare bill,
"would have been the most effective thing to do," says Pollack.
"But the drug companies prevailed."

At least it appears' they did so in the last session of Con
gress. But, as the population ages, one fact is certain:' these
issues will not go away. In the months and years ahead, the leg
islative fights over pharmaceutical regulation are likely to be
extremely tontentious. As the baby boomer generation
approaches retirement age, the laws regulating the way in
which drugs are sold and manufactured will be the subject of
an increasingly bitter struggle, with legislators feeling the heat
from both corporations and consumers.

Freelance writer Joan Indiana Rigdon is a frequent contributor to
Washington Lawyer.
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THE GREEN SHEET

News About the U.S. Department ofHealth, Education and Welfare

END Of
YOUTH

CULTURE
lL'SOiNews ·&<World Report" 1'0/3

te,~S crill1e~higher Social Security taxes,
changes in jobs. foods. life styles-big ad
jU~~tnentsare -coming,fo,r business -and pea·'
pie ~f all ages as part of the "graying of
America,", already under way.

j

The:' steady 'aging of Arnertca's population is bringing
significant changes in the way people work, relax and raise
families..

Citizens of all ages are feeling the results of this "graying of
America." Effects 'range from grade-school closings and high
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unemployment in certain age groups to' a threat to the
solvency of the Social Security system.

Even bigger changes, many of them beneficial, are 'expect
ed in the years ahead.

Crime rates may decline. Mnny people, less burdened by
the expenses of raising large Families, will have more money
10 spend on themselves. Prevailing tastes may change in such
diverse fields as music and fashion, long dominated by voung
people.

In many respects, say population experts, the trend is
likely to bring an end to the "youth culture."

A look at U.S. Census figures, summarized in the charts on
these pages, shows the' scope of this process, Since 1fJ70. the
median age of the U.S. population has risen Ilh years le· 29.4

.;>;".,n!,:",~,·Am.E3ri¢an'S'.r'i1edjEln age has nearly doubled
'",h'''''e e~rIY'daY~_?f..~he:~~;yubliC an~t will cltmb still

Suv,c,; u.s. De~t. 0-Com""".
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!The iJniversity and Small Business Patent Procedures Act is currentfy
pending in the Senate Judiciary Committee. On April 11th and an Imdecided
date !in June the Committee will hold hearings on the bill, which I shall I

chai.ri, With your active support I believe. that we can pass this legislation
and begin to remedy the problems of an ineffective patent policy.

f
(For any additional information please call Joe Allen of my staff at

(202)~24-9263•
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Birch Bay~ • 0
United States Senator
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